The accuracy and stability of many systems in chemical and process industries which has Two-Input Two-Output (TITO) is one of the key factors of process which have cross coupling between process input and output. Unlike traditional neural network weight adaptation using gradient descent method, Hybrid Genetic-Immune technique was utilized for adaptive tuning of neural network weights adjustment and fine tuning the controller's parameters. The TITO is modeled in Simulink and the Hybrid GA-AIS algorithm is implemented in MATLAB. The performances of proposed method also compared with GA and Artificial Immune System (AIS) alone, it was shown that hybrid PI-NN hybrid GA-AIS have superior features, stable convergence characteristic and good computational efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
Liquid tank systems play important role in industrial application such as in food processing, beverage, dairy, filtration, effluent treatment, pharmaceutical industry, water purification system, industrial chemical processing and spray coating. A typical situation is one that requires fluid to be supplied to a chemical reactor at a constant rate. An upper tank can be used for filtering the variations in the upstream supply flow. Many times the liquid will be processed by chemical or mixing treatment in the tanks, but always the level of the fluid in the tanks must be controlled. Vital industries where liquid level and flow control are essential include petrochemical industries, paper making industries, and water treatment industries [1] .
In order to achieve high performance, feedback control system is adopted. Classical PID controller is widely applied in industry control such as temperature control, speed control, position control, but it is difficult for PID regulation to reach the aim of high speed and short transition time and small overshoot [2] . Advanced control methods also have been proposed by several researchers such as sliding mode control [3] and nonlinear back stepping control [4] , tuning methods based on optimization approaches with the aim of ensuring good stability robustness have received attention in the literature [5, 6] .
Accurate model and its parameters which capture the characteristic of the coupled tank system is required for designing its controller for achieving a good performance. This project presents on the hybridization of two optimization methods that are the Artificial Immune System (AIS) and the Genetic Algorithm (GA). Two processes are included in the AIS-GA hybrid which, the first one is AIS where the algorithm is able to improve local searching ability and efficiency. In the AIS-GA hybridization, the last generation from the AIS process will be made an input for the next process (GA). The validation shows that proposed method are better compared to those obtained from AIS and GA alone. .
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Artifical Immune System-AIS
People often turn to nature whenever seeking new ideas to solve computational problems that has become much complex. The vertebrae immune system has been greatly attended to as it is a good potential source of inspiration. It is thought of as the possibility to glean different insights and alternative solutions, compared to other biological-based methods. Due to a wide variety of problems ranging from optimization, fault tolerance, data mining, bioinformatics and robotic systems being opposed with the development of solutions, the field of Artificial Immune System (AIS) has become popular with its high distribution. It is also highly adaptive, self-organizing in nature, capable of maintaining memories of past encounters while continually able to learn about upcoming encounters that has never been approached [7] . From over the past few years, AIS-based works span from theoretical modeling and simulation to more variety of application. Interest in the AIS field has been increasing among many of new works inclusive in this field of research today [8, 9, 10] .
The human immune system is an outstanding natural defense mechanism that has the ability to learn about foreign substance that enters the human system. This has inspired the learning techniques implemented on the Artificial Immune System (AIS) [11] . Development of system capability to perform different tasks in different areas of research is derived from the methods and ideas obtained in Immunology.
The human immune system is designed to learn from foreign substance (usually pathogens) that enters the body system, and opposes them in order to protect the body from harm. Bacteria and viruses are usually the example of pathogens as indicated. Antigens are any kind of molecule that is recognize by the immune system of our body. These antigens are the cause of specific reactions in our body that should trigger response from the immune system. In our immune system, there is a special type of cell that plays a major role in this mechanism which is the lymphocyte. There's two type of lymphocyte; B-Lymphocyte and the TLymphocytes. Upon the detection of any antigens, the BLymphocytes, that best recognizes, it will clone itself (recognizing as in the enzyme of this cell matches the enzyme on the antigen) [12, 13] .
Once cloned, some of these cells differentiate into other types like the plasma cells (most active antibody secretors) and the memory cells (used to remember the antigens attacking the body system). These cells, the clones, are involved in somatic mutation (hyper mutation) which helps increase their affinity towards antigens (how they match with each coming antigen). The somatic mutation of these cells is proportional to the affinity of them to their matching antigen. The highest affinity cloned cells will consequently have the lowest mutation rates and vice versa, Fig.1 describes the Mechanism of Immune System. Some clones could become dangerous to the human body thus the immune system will dispose of it itself.
Antibodies are secreted from plasma cells and only one type will be produced which corresponds specifically to the antigen. Antibodies play a key role in the immune response, since they are capable of adhering to the antigens, in order to neutralize and eliminate them. The whole process of hyper mutation and cloning are also known as the Clonal Selection Principle. The immune system would then return to normal condition once antigens are completely eliminated and clearing out excessive cells contained within the system. However, the whole of the explanation given above is made much simpler compared to the actual response given out by the immune system, which should be more complex, as this was just a short discussion in which we only focus on the BLymphocyte cells [7] .
On the other end of the immune system, some cells still remain within the blood stream as memory cells. Function of these cells helps the immune system with 'remembering' the antigens that have been previously attacking the human body. Memory cells are activated if the immune system is attacked by the same antigen that it remembers and the response presented would be much more improved with faster reaction. This is called the secondary response. As explained on the human immune system, there is quite a similarity as seen from computer science perspective. The immune system can be well described to be a parallel and distributed adaptive system. What is there to be stated is that the immune system clearly has the ability to learn; the retrieval of information.
To make it understandable, the properties of an immune system; being robust, fault tolerant, dynamic and adaptive, it is very suitable to be emulated in a computer system. The following are basic elements that compose an Artificial Immune System (AIS):
• A representation for the components of the system (e.g., binary strings, vectors of real numbers, etc.).
• The evaluation of the interaction between individuals and their environment in any ways through a set of mechanisms. Normally, such environment is simulated through an affinity function based on the objective function in the case of optimization.
• The adaptation procedures which indicates how a system behavior changes over time. Example of such adaptation procedure consists of mutation operators.
AIS are population-based meta-heuristics, and have been widely used for a wide variety of optimization and classification tasks. 
B. Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithm (GA), an intelligent optimization technique with searching procedures that are based on natural selection and genetics. In the early 1970s was when GAs is first set to form. Usually, GAs is used to optimize, solve difficult search and machine-learning problems that has resisted automated solutions previously [8] . It used to quickly and reliably solve difficult problems. With existing simulations and models, these algorithms are easy to interface and to be hybridized. There are three major operators; selection, cross-over and mutation, with addition to four control parameters; population size, selection pressure and cross-over and mutation rates, that is included in GAs. It also directs population-based optimization methods. The discussion within this article mainly focuses on the selection and mutation operators [7] . Three main stages in Genetic Algorithm are included and they are the reproduction, crossover and mutation. The following section of the article explains these stages.
Reproduction
The chromosome's fitness value is asse reproduction phase. The selection process u provide bias for the fitter individual. Sim evolution, the fitter chromosome is more pron for reproduction. The Roulette Wheel Selectio diagram below figure 2, can be used as common selection technique. Each section of the roulette wheel represents i population. The fitness of an individual is sh size of each section (the larger the area of the the individual). Once the pointer is spun pointed upon the stopping of the pointer is se right criterion has been met, this will continue fitter individuals are more likely to leave probability of it being selected is based on ho is. It may happen that multiple copies of the selected for reproduction thus the dominati string to begin. There are alternative meth available and it is up to the user to select the m for each process. In any ways possible, th applies; giving fitter chromosomes greater selected. Four common methods for selection i. . Roulette Wheel selection ii. Stochastic Universal sampling iii. Normalized geometric selection iv. Tournament selection
Crossover
The cross-over algorithm initiates once the s completes. In the cross-over operation, parts strings are swapped to capture good pa chromosomes in order to create new ones w The characters of a chromosome is manipulate Genetic Operators assuming that, on a individual's gene codes produces fitter i crossover probability indicates how ofte performed. Offspring will replicate exactly a the cross-over probability is 0% while a offspring will be produce if the cross-over pr 100%. The Single Point Cross-Over is the sim technique with two stages involved: essed during the ses this value to milar to natural ne to be selected on method in the an example of ection individuals in the hown through the section, the fitter n, the individual elected. Until the e. To ensure that e offspring, the w high its fitness e same string are ing of the fitter hods of selection most suitable one he same concept chance of being are: selection process s of two selected arts of the old which are better. ed directly by the average, certain individuals. The en crossover is as their parents if an entirely new obability reaches mplest cross-over i.
In the mating pool, member strings are mated randomly. ii.
Each pair of strings underg An integer k is randomly se length of the string less one characters between positio creates two new strings.
Example: If the strings 10000 an crossover and the value of k is ra newly created strings will be 1001 Figure 3 . Depending on the initial pop not be enough diversity in th the Genetic Algorithm searc space. ii.
Bad choice of initial popula Algorithm to converge on su Problems like these could be mutation operator into the GA. M random alteration of a value of a considered a background operator mutation rate would destroy fit str the GA into random search, it is nor low probability. It is common probability with values of around 0 of the string (randomly chosen) wil string has been selected for mutatio chooses bit position 4 for mutation the resulting string is 10010 as the flipped as shown in Figure 4 [8] . 
C. PID Controller
Putting aside the rapid evolutio proportional-integral-derivative (P as the workhorse in process indus adjusted according to the size of (mode). The steady state offset is (mode) and the future trend is an (mode). These useful functions a rs of the newly reproduced e solved by introducing a Mutation is the occasional a string position and it is r in the GA. Since a high ings and eventually causes rmal for mutation to have a for mutation to have a 0.1% or 0.01%. An element ll change or mutated once a on. For example, if the GA in the binary string 10000, e fourth bit in the string is mutation operation on in control hardware, the PID) controller still retains stries. Controller output is the error in the P action eliminated in the I action nticipated via the D action are sufficient for a large number of process applications and the transparency of the features leads to wide acceptance by the users [12] .
In PID controller design methods, the most common performance criteria are IAE, ISE, MSE and ITAE performance criterion formulas are as follows:
III. PROCESS PLANT DESCRIPTION
The schematic diagram of the coupled tank system considered in this study is shown in Fig. 1 where Q i = {Q i1 , Q i2 } are the inlet flow rate to tank 1 and tank 2, Q 12 is the liquid flow rate from tank 1 to tank 2 through orifice, Q o = {Q o1 , Qo2} are the outlet flow rate of tank 1 and tank 2 and h = {h 1 , h2} denotes the liquid level of tank 1 and tank 2, respectively. In this simulation, the target is to control the level in two tanks by the inlet liquid flow from two pumps. The process input are u = {u 1 (t), u 2 (t)} (voltage input to pumps) and the output are h = {h 1 (t), h 2 (t)} liquid level in tank 1 and tank 2 respectively. The nonlinear plant equations can be obtained by mass balance equations and Bernoulli's law. After linearization process, the linear plant equations can be obtained as: Figure 5 . Schematic of couple tank
where A is the cross sectional area of tank 1 and 2 (cm 
), respectively
From the linear plant Eq. 5, it can be transformed to yield a nominal block transfer function of the form (2):
Through simple algebraic manipulation, the transfer matrix G ij (s) yields to:
provided that T 1 is the time constant of tank 1, T 2 is the time constant of tank 2 and T x is the time constant interaction between tank 1 and 2. According to transfer matrix G ij (s) in (5) and (6), the transfer functions of coupled-tank process are second order form which have cross coupling between process input and outputs. The decoupling controllers are required for minimizing the effects from cross coupling and transform TITO plant transfer function into SISO form. This is where neural network structure is introduced at which can be functioning as the de-coupler controller.
IV. HYBRID AIS-GA MECHANISM
There are two major processes contained within the proposed algorithm, the AIS and GA, in terms the AIS process is initiated with the following procedures:
i. Randomly generate initial population of Ab ii. Determining the fitness of each Ab. iii. Select the antibodies, n, with best affinity. iv. Generate selected sets of clones v. Mutate clonal set affinity maturation (5) vi. Calculate affinity clonal set vii. Select memory cell candidate(s) viii. Replace lowest affinity, d, antibodies.
ix. Repeating steps 3-6 until a pre-defined stopping condition is reached.
In the second process, GA usually starts with a random population. As explained previously in this project, GA uses an input from the best population obtained in AIS in its procedures in this new method. The usual AIS are used for particular generation. For example, within 100 generation, the best population will be moved on to the next process replacing the usual random population used in the GA. It is as shown in the code in Figure 6 . Repeat steps 3 to 6 until a pre-defined stopping criterion is attained. The flowchart Figure 7 shows the hybrid of AIS-GA.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The parameters of the coupled tank system are taken as follows:
• Cross sectional area of tank 1 and tank 2, A = 66.25 (cm The liquid levels of the coupled tank system are required to follow step responses within the range of 0~300 cm (0-100%). System responses namely the liquid level for both tank 1 and tank 2 are observed. The minimum and maximum values of the controlled manipulated variables are capped to u min = 0 volt and u max = 5 V.
To control the water level of the tank system, according to the trials, the following GA and AIS parameters are used to verify the performance of the Hybrid (GA-AIS)-PID controller parameters:
• Population size: 20; • Total Iteration : 100; • GA iteration : 50; • AIS iteration : 50;
• Clone size factor : 5; Figure 8 shows the step response of tank in GA based PID water level control. Figure 9 shows the step response for water level with PID controller optimized by AIS method. Figure 10 , shows the step response for water level with PID controller optimized by Hybrid AIS-GA method. Step response for water level with PID controller optimized by AIS method 
